Kalamazoo County Fair 4-H Demonstration and Public Speaking Guidelines

Objectives:
1. To Participate in illustrated talk at local club level
2. To expand and broaden talk in preparation for Fair
3. As an alternative - to prepare a small speech to be given at local club
4. Enlarge and expand on talk to appropriate length for Fair
5. To become eligible for presentation at National level

Learning Activities and Suggestions:
1. Research topic
2. Logical organization of facts
3. Become familiar with equipment and/or animals used in demonstration
4. Learning to work and share ideas with others
5. Frequent practice and presentation. Additional learning Opportunities: Observe a speaker at local club, talk with 4-H volunteer, speaker from Speakers Bureau, talk with minister or public official

Exhibit Guidelines:
1. Junior Individual, still and animal,
   Demonstration: Age 9 thru 13, 5-15 minutes

2. Senior Individual, still and animal
   Demonstration: Age 14 thru 19, 5-15 minutes

3. Team Demonstration, still and animal, 10-20 minutes

4. Individual Speech, 5-15 minutes
   If you sign up for demonstrations for Fair, please indicate all other Team members names. All demonstrations will be scheduled at appropriate intervals on demonstration day.
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